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Story 
Give a man a fish and he will eat for a day.  Give a woman microcredit, and 
she, her husband, her children, and her extended family will eat for a lifetime. 
   

But who feeds (repays) the lender? 
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Outline 
This paper investigates the repayment rates under joint-liability, and in particular social 
ties versus free riding through an experimental case study.   
 
 

The objective is to analyse the differences in repayment rates between treated and 
control (non-treated) groups within microcredit communities in Bangladesh.   
The empirical findings are compared to theoretical questions that hypothesise 
differences in performance between the treated and control under joint-liability. 
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Methodology 
1) Questionnaire 
 

2) Joint Liability Game 
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*Treated groups (microcreditors) are compared to Control groups (non-microcreditors) 
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Dataset 
Microcredit Distribution 

Village Distribution 

Gender Distribution 

Employment Distribution Summary 

• 430 Obs 
• Collected in 

December 2014 
• Manikganj, 

Dhaka, 
Bangladesh 
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Theoretical Hypotheses 
Hypothesis 1 | Treated microcredit groups are more sustainable borrowers 
than control non-microcredit groups under joint-liability. 
 
Hypothesis 2 | Treated microcredit groups forego short-run gains from non-
repayment in preference for long-run dynamic gains compared to control non-
microcredit groups under joint-liability. 
 
Hypothesis 3 | Developments in non-economic factors foster social ties which 
encourage shouldering and discourage free riding within treated microcredit 
groups compared to control non-microcredit groups. 
 
Hypothesis 4 | Lenders can maximise repayment rates under joint-liability by 
selecting individuals/groups that meet optimal characteristics. 
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Empirical Results 
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Testing Hypothesis 1 | 

1 2 3

4 5 6 7

8 9

rounds=±+² microcredit+² sex+² blood_rel

        +² see _ house+² i.vill+² i.educ+² i.job

                           ² educ_diff+² job_diff+ε+

Major Model: rounds 

Minor Model: rounds controlling for 
relationship over time 

1 2 3

4 5 6 7

8 9 10

rounds=±+² microcredit+² years_partner+² sex

+² blood_rel+² see _ house+² i.vill+² i.educ

+² i.job ² educ_diff+² job_diff+ε+

(1) (2)
VARIABLES Model C Model D
microcredit 1.771*** 0.912***
years_partner 0.486***
sex 0.934*** 0.917***
blood_rel 0.641* 0.588*
see_house 0.915*** 0.831***
children
sibling
vill [borundi] *** ***

vill_koitta -0.173 -0.184
vill_rajibpur 0.572 0.659
vill_shah -0.901 -0.842
vill_kazi 0.815*** 0.606**

house_income
save
educ [none] *** ***

educ_c1 -0.262 -0.163
educ_c2 -0.153 -0.214
educ_c3 -0.106 -0.0722
educ_c4 0.196 0.107
educ_c5 0.583 0.545
educ_c6 -0.0902 -0.0577
educ_c7 -1.565*** -1.818***
educ_c8 -0.430 -0.404
educ_c9 0.895 0.865
educ_c10 0.748 0.822
educ_olevel -0.980** -0.909**
educ_alevel 0.515 0.475
educ_masters -1.535*** -2.081***

job [agriculture] *** ***
job_messenger 2.249*** 2.353***
job_housewife -0.314 -0.301
job_business 0.213 0.219
job_fisherman 1.962*** 2.074***
job_unemployed -0.0643 -0.0292
job_mechanic -0.664 -0.510
job_craftsman 3.765** 2.958*
job_labour -0.0201 -0.139
job_driver 0.486 0.530
job_office 0.960 0.769
job_teacher -0.126 -0.108
job_garments -0.150 -0.117
job_woodcutter 1.593** 1.602**

sex_diff
income_diff
educ_diff -0.438* -0.409*
job_diff -0.450** -0.440**
Constant 1.606*** 1.667***
Observations 430 430
R-squared 0.367 0.387

Dependant Variable = rounds
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Testing Hypothesis 2 | 

Major Model: points 

Major Model: points controlling for rounds 

(1) (2) (3)
VARIABLES Model C Model D Model D+

microcredit 0.589*** -0.160 -0.280***
'control' rounds 0.428*** 0.428***
sex 0.369**
blood_rel
see_house -0.243* -0.268**
sibling
vill [borundi] *** *** ***

vill_koitta -0.383** -0.269** -0.212*
vill_rajibpur 0.174 -0.131 -0.274
vill_shah -1.958*** -1.207*** -1.193***
vill_kazi 0.248 -0.168 -0.118

par_educ [none] *** *** ***
peduc_c1 1.769*** -0.191 0.258
peduc_c2 -0.198 -0.298 -0.291
peduc_c3 -0.595*** -0.236 -0.234
peduc_c4 -0.0406 0.181 0.247
peduc_c5 -0.379 -0.471 -0.277
peduc_c6 -0.114 -0.300 -0.324
peduc_c7 1.268*** 0.622*** 0.647***
peduc_c9 0.326 -0.0179 -0.0380
peduc_c10 0.00656 -0.255 -0.259
peduc_olevel -0.137 -0.182 -0.140
peduc_alevel -0.158 -0.860*** -0.941***

relig 0.963*** 1.115*** 1.045***
house_income -2.69e-06* -1.51e-06* -1.71e-06**
save 3.15e-06*
educ [none] *** ***

educ_c1 0.225 0.195
educ_c2 -0.193 -0.134
educ_c3 0.0159 0.0842
educ_c4 -0.196 -0.182
educ_c5 -0.187 -0.183
educ_c6 0.499** 0.450**
educ_c7 1.003*** 1.192***
educ_c8 0.228 0.294
educ_c9 -0.228 -0.348
educ_c10 -0.212 -0.0266
educ_olevel 0.199 0.207
educ_alevel 0.296 0.351
educ_masters -1.026*** -0.980***

job [agriculture] ***
job_messenger 0.939*
job_housewife -0.388
job_business 0.185
job_fisherman 0.500**
job_unemployed -0.315**
job_mechanic -0.403
job_craftsman 0.0899
job_labour -0.0361
job_driver -0.347
job_office 0.585
job_teacher 0.437
job_garments 0.111
job_woodcutter 1.346***

sex_diff
married_diff 0.251* 0.150
income_diff
educ_diff
job_diff
Constant 1.333*** 0.595*** 0.621***
Observations 430 430 396
R-squared 0.144 0.528 0.397

Dependant Variable = points
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Testing Hypothesis 3 | 

Major Model:  free riding 

Major Model: shouldering 

Dependant Variable = free riding Dependant Variable = shouldering
(1) (1)

VARIABLES Probit Probit
microcredit -0.274*** 0.266***
sex -0.101* 0.173*
age 0.010**
blood_rel -0.182***
see_house 0.203**
children -0.089**
vill [borundi] *** ***

vill_koitta -0.172*** 0.183*
vill_rajibpur -0.052 0.117
vill_shah -0.317*** -0.942***
vill_kazi -0.117** 0.051

relig 0.402***
house_income -1.29e-06**
job [agriculture] *** ***

job_messenger - -
job_housewife -0.195** 0.146
job_business 0.028 -0.158
job_fisherman - -
job_unemployed -0.115 -
job_mechanic 0.174 -0.103
job_craftsman 0.152 -
job_labour -0.044 0.163
job_driver 0.119 0.222
job_office - 0.027
job_teacher 0.531* -
job_garments 0.179* -0.182
job_woodcutter 0.853*** 0.443***

school_diff 0.015**
Constant 0.219*** 0.747**
Observations 383 183
R-squared 0.206 0.241
Correctly Classified 74.41% 77.60%

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

9

shoul=±+² microcredit+² age+² sex+² see_house

                        +² children+² i.vill+² relig+² i.job

                                                      +² school_diff+ε

1 2 3

4 5 6

free=±+² microcredit+² sex+² blood_rel

         +² i.vill+² house_income+² i.job+ε

•Free Riding is better modelled by an 
individual’s situations. 
•Significant variables: microcredit, sex, village, 
house_income, job 
 
•Shouldering is sensitive to physical and 
relational characteristics 
•Significant variables: microcredit, sex, age, see_house, 
children, village, job, school_diff 
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Testing Hypothesis 4 | 

Major Model: Optimal Characteristics 

1 2 3

4 5 6 7

8 9

rounds=±+² microcredit+² sex+² blood_rel

+² see _ house+² i.vill+² i.educ+² i.job

² educ_diff+² job_diff+ε+

(1) (2) (3)
VARIABLES Optimal Individual Optimal Group Optimal Characteristics

microcredit 1.766*** 1.953*** 1.771***
sex 0.996*** 0.934***
blood_rel 0.575* 0.641*
see_house 1.097*** 0.915***
vill [borundi] ** ***

vill_koitta -0.0582 -0.173
vill_rajibpur 0.877* 0.572
vill_shah 0.283 -0.901
vill_kazi 0.725*** 0.815***

educ [none] *** ***
educ_c1 -0.613 -0.262
educ_c2 -0.440 -0.153
educ_c3 -0.396 -0.106
educ_c4 -0.0166 0.196
educ_c5 0.286 0.583
educ_c6 -0.253 -0.0902
educ_c7 -2.422*** -1.565***
educ_c8 -0.548 -0.430
educ_c9 0.505 0.895
educ_c10 0.673 0.748
educ_olevel -0.785** -0.980**
educ_alevel 0.648 0.515
educ_masters -0.388 -1.535***

job [agriculture] *** ***
job_messenger 2.234*** 2.249***
job_housewife -0.371 -0.314
job_business -0.212 0.213
job_fisherman 1.940*** 1.962***
job_unemployed -0.334 -0.0643
job_mechanic -1.264* -0.664
job_craftsman 3.313** 3.765**
job_labour 0.269 -0.0201
job_driver -0.0561 0.486
job_office 0.779 0.960
job_teacher -0.607 -0.126
job_garments -0.638** -0.150
job_woodcutter 0.826** 1.593**

job_diff -0.450**
sex_diff -0.483**
educ_diff -0.438*
Constant 1.834*** 1.726*** 1.606***
Observations 430 430 430
R-squared 0.281 0.259 0.367
AICc 4.322 4.259 4.232

Dependant Variable = rounds

                

     
      
     

As a lender, the optimal individuals are: 
 
•Treated microcredit groups 
•Female by gender 
•Blood relative by group 
•Neighbours by group 
•Village specific* 
•Education below Class 7 
•Occupation (jobs) in niche roles 
•Homogenous education by group 
•Homogenous job by group 
 

*further research required to define optimal village characteristics 
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Concluding Remarks 
Hypothesis 1 | Treated microcredit groups are more sustainable borrowers than control non-
microcredit groups under joint-liability. 
 
Empirical evidence supports theoretical predictions of more sustainable treated groups more likely 
repaying loans and participating in more rounds compared to control groups.  Treated groups 
foster positive non-economic social ties from repeat interactions.  This holds controlling for past 
joint-liability interactions over time. 
 
 
Hypothesis 2 | Treated microcredit groups forego short-run gains from non-repayment in 
preference for long-run dynamic gains compared to control non-microcredit groups under joint-
liability. 
 
Treated individuals in the experiments show moral discipline, foregoing short-run gains from non-
repayment to benefit from higher dynamic long-run gains of larger total earnings.  Second-best 
policy of restricting extreme results for rounds is however essential to conclude significant lower 
short-run earnings for treated group.  
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Concluding Remarks 
Hypothesis 3 | Developments in non-economic factors foster social ties which encourage 
shouldering and discourage free riding within treated microcredit groups compared to control non-
microcredit groups. 
 
Stronger social ties in treated groups encourage shouldering and discourage free riding compared 
to control groups.  Empirically this is well-proven with treated groups 26.6% more likely to shoulder 
and 27.4% less likely to free ride compared to control groups all else constant.  In extension 
different observable characteristics impact likelihood of shouldering or free riding different; there 
is scope for further research on findings of shouldering being sensitive to physical and relational 
characteristics and free riding to individuals’ situation. 
 
Hypothesis 4 | Lenders can maximise repayment rates under joint-liability by selecting 
individuals/groups that meet optimal characteristics. 
 
Lenders can maximise repayment (and hence sustainability of microcredit by selecting such that: 
•Treated Microcredit Groups 
•Female by Gender 
•Blood Relative and Neighbours by Group 
•Education below Class 7 
•Occupation (jobs) in niche roles 
•Homogenous in education and job by Group 
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Contribution to Literature 
Theoretical Literature | 
 

•Modelling of microcredit games (Kono 2013) 
 

•3 Key Problems of microcredit 
•Moral hazard  (Banerjee et al., 1994; 
Laffont and Rey, 2003) 
•Adverse selection (Ghatak, 1999, 2000; 
Gangopadhyay et al., 2005) 
•Free Riding (Besley and Coate, 1995; 
Wydick, 2001; Bhole and Ogden, 2010) 
 

•Social Ties 
•High social ties deters group members 
shirking on repayment (Besley and Coate 
1995 and Ghatak and Guinnane 1999) 
•Social ties leads to forgiveness 
(Guinnane, 1994) 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Empirical Literature | 
 
•Social Ties and Repayment   

•(Cason et al. 2009 and Zeller1998) 
 

•Counter evidence 
•Guatemala (Wydick 1999) 
•South Africa (Cassar et al. 2007) 
•Armenia (Abbink et al. 2006) 

 
•Free Riding 

• Mexico (Allen 2012) 
•Pakistan (Korusaki 2012) 
•India (Breza 2012) 
 

•Comparisons between treated and control 
•Poverty alleviation for women (Attanasio 
et al. 2001) 
•Development (Banerjee et al. 2013)  
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Final Word 
•Contemporary game theoretical application to joint-liability microcredit lending is novel 
 
•Extensions to this paper include but are not limited to: 

a. Allowing observations of groups incomes to a degree of certainty 
b. Proxy variables to measure unobservable behavioural characteristics 
 

•Alternative application of the experimental games can be made to test social ties: 
a. In solving moral hazard (set income endogenously) 
b. In solving adverse selection (by comparing microcredit borrowers to those only deterred 

by the high interest rates) 
 

•The experimental games presenting in this paper can be adapted to model comparisons between 
joint-liability and other lending models such as individual-liability. 
  
The paper finds significant evidence supporting theoretical hypotheses in joint-liability lending.   
 
Nevertheless whether joint-liability is the optimal lending model for alleviating world poverty 
remains undetermined. 
 



Joint-Liability: Evidence from Bangladesh 

Hameem Raees Chowdhury 
Supervised by Dr Robert Akerlof 
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